Ford "LOSE's, say MIT profs"

(Continued from page 1) "Today's levels of inflation and unemployment (11.2 and 5.8 per cent respectively) have made it extremely difficult to judge whether the choices are undesirable," Hall said.

Blood drive
By Michael Garry
Members of the MIT community will soon be called upon to engage in an act of humanity - the donation of blood - as this fall's blood drive is underway next Wednesday, Oct. 30, noon to 7 p.m. at the Central Square office.
Nina Cahan '77, publicity director of the drive, urged prospective donors to make appointments in advance in order to avoid long and needless waits.
Appointments can be made and information obtained by calling the Blood Drive office (3-7911) or the Technology Community Association offices (3-4865).

Blood drive registration forms, she added, are also available in the lobby of Building 10 and the TCA office, and have been delivered to all fraternities and dormitories.

The Sala de Puerto Rico in the Student Center will be the scene of the drive, which will be held from 9:45 am to 3:30 pm on weekdays, with the exception of Thursday, Oct. 31 and Wednesday Nov. 6, when the hours will be 2:30 to 8:15 pm.

Cahan told The Tech that while the blood drive has no specific goal she hopes "as many pints as possible" will be collected.

All donors in the drive will be given a coupon with which they can buy a $1.85 cheese pizza from Gershman's Pizza of Cambridge for $1.00. In addition, a keg of beer will be awarded to each of the two fraternities and two dormitory floors or entries with the highest percentages of donors.

Wage controls, Hall said, are "unsensible." "How do you control and enforce wage controls?" he asked. "In England, they imposed wage controls, and the coal miners went on strike. There was no electricity in Britain for months, the economy was disrupted, and the government was finally dissolved. It's not that farfetched an idea that the same thing might happen here."